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K I M  B A N D I
Pediatric Occupational Therapist

Founder of THE NURTURE NOTEBOOK
Director of Valley Family Therapeutics

Kim Bandi is a pediatric occupational
therapist. She graduated from Alvernia
University in 2001. She worked in outpatient
pediatrics and early intervention in for the
Pinnacle Healthcare System in Harrisburg,
PA. After moving to the Lehigh Valley she
worked at St. Luke's Hospital on the oncology
and cardiology floors using the Lifestyle
Performance Model. Kim returned to her
passion in pediatrics after having her first
child. 

"I LOVE WORKING

WITH CHILDREN TO 

 DEVELOP THEIR

STRENGTHS WHILE

PROMOTING

PARENTING EFFICACY.

ALL CHILDREN AND

THEIR PARENTS

DESERVE TO HAVE

POSITIVE

EXPERIENCES AND

FEEL SUPPORTED." 

T H E  N U R T U R E  N O T E B O O K  B I O
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Kim is the director of a small, locally-owned pediatric therapy company
called Valley Family Therapeutics. She loves working with administrators,
children, and families. Kim has worked with children from birth to 21,
typically developing, as well as a variety of diagnoses such as developmental
delays, cerebral palsy, fragile x syndrome, autism, dysgraphia, and more. She
is also a Certified Handwriting Specialist through Learning Without Tears.

Kim has three children and understands the joys and struggles of parenting.
She believes that being a parent offers invaluable wisdom that she otherwise
would have never gained. 

Kim has also enjoyed being a part of the Parent-Teacher Association (PTA),
as well as helping to coach some of her children’s sports. She initiated and
led the start-up of after-school enrichment programs for the PTA in her
children’s elementary school, including programs such as robotics, art,
theater, music. 

Aside from spending time with family and friends, Kim enjoys arts and
crafts,  photography, writing, sushi, and pumpkin lattes. She also loves home
decorating, home projects, gardening, and landscaping projects with her
husband, as well as attending a women’s Bible study. 

Kim developed the idea of The Nurture Notebook before having her third
child; however, decided to implement it once her youngest was born. She
hand-picked a team of professionals to work on the project with her. The
experience of creating The Nurture Notebook has been such a blessing and
amazing learning experience. Kim is thrilled to introduce such a
compassionate and educated team, made up primarily of professionals who
are also moms. 
 


